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NOTES FOR OCTOBER 6, 2016 STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

MEETING LOCATION 
Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital - Plymouth 

1:00PM – 3:00PM 

MEETING ATTENDEES  
 

 

Mike Jackman called the meeting to order at 1:05 P.M. 
 
Tina Dwyer of South Shore Hospital also joined the meeting. 

PREVIOUS MONTH’S MINUTES 
 Minutes for the June and September steering committee meetings were reviewed. All voted to approve 

June 2nd and September 1st minutes unanimously.  Kim to post on the website. 

SUBCOMMITTEE UPDATES 

FINANCE 

 George reported and distributed financial report.  

 Reviewed expenses for the month of September. 

STEERING COMMITTEE 10.6.16 

Marian de la Cour  

Nancy DeLuca  

George Gorgizian x 

Elizabeth Haughn x 

Mike  Jackman x 

Siobhan  McKay x 

Al Macdonald  

Maureen O’Rourke-King x 

Jim O’Neil  

Judith Reppucci  

Deb Schopperle x 

Susan  West  

STAFF 

Kim Allen x 

Mimi MacDonald x 
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 Total revenue: $366,389. Cash available: $360,768.17 

 Maureen asked about DoN monies and how they are to be spent. Mike explained the DoN process. 

Bulk of the money is from South Shore Hospital and some is from BID Plymouth Hospital. 

 Discussed available SSCPP grants. Have not gotten too many grants requests in overall.  Mike 

explained all three grant categories: health literacy maxi grant, South Shore Health Compass maxi 

grant, & mini grants. Discussed sending out a press release on grants. 

 All in attendance voted unanimously to approve finance report.  

HEALTH LITERACY 

 Subcommittee met 10/6 at noon.  

 Reviewed special SSCPP October Health Literacy Month Meeting on October 5th.   

 23 people signed in and there was a good amount of new people at the meeting (many of which had 
not seen Helen in June). 

 Those who attended meeting discussed feedback. Meeting was very interactive. Helen had 15 minute 

segments pre-planned. Though SSCPP could have facilitated this discussion, all were glad Helen 

attended. Helen was thrilled about the Governor’s proclamation of October 2016 as Health Literacy 

Month.  

 Helen did much more of a moderated discussion. Brought in more ideas and thoughts.  

 Helen invited Mike to join one of her upcoming podcasts. 

 Mike mentioned SSCPP’s difficulty in getting providers to our meetings.  May ask Helen for tips. Mimi 

will look through a handbook from Helen provided as well for ideas.  

 HL subcommittee discussed SSCPP sticking to the HL action plan and keeping track of where we are 

and what needs to be done. Need to look at plan and determine what we as a CHNA will do, what 

partner agencies will do, etc.  There should be different levels of responsibilities. Could potentially fund 

an agency with a HL grant to do part of action plan.  

 Will have a SC meeting with the plan on the wall to figure out where we are with the different sections 

and to determine what SSCPP can do and what tasks should be “farmed out” using HL grants. All 

decided to allocate two hours for action plan review at November SC meeting.  HL meeting at noon, SC 

will start at 12:30PM.  Will use the first half hour for business and will review plan from 1:00 – 3:00PM. 

 Liz brought up idea to discuss HL and mental health. Reports there is a website through the PYDC with 

resources. This could use some grant money potentially. Will see how this fits in the plan and if not, 

target it. Also discussed local NAMI.  

 There are also HL topics SSCPP may consider looking at that are not in the action plan.  

 Mike will be talking to the CHNA (CHNA 27) Judith is involved with about health literacy. 

 Liz asked if SSCPP ever participates in community events with a resource table. Tina reported that 

South Shore Hospital participates in most health and wellness expos and could bring CHNA information 

to these expos.  

 George reminded all that at August retreat SC discussed ordering more SSCPP business cards. Deb to 

work on this.  
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TECHNOLOGY 

 Website: Health literacy edits to website still need to be made.    

 Facebook: Mike put up a post about Helen’s presentation on our FB page. Amy Lefort can help us 
change FB administrators.   

 All discussed September World Café notes and feedback.  Will plan to check back in on the notes with 
the general committee from time to time. Mike to make a check list to review every so often with the SC 
committee.  

GRANTS 

 Tina suggested reviewing grant applications and how easy it is to apply for 10 minutes at a future 
general meeting. Also suggested the idea of “grant funding months” with artificial deadlines. 

 Kim offered to create a flyer with information on all three SSCPP grants that could be e-mailed out and 

distributed in person as well. 

 Deb working on revising grant applications but has not yet completed revisions.  

 Liz shared Blue Hills CHNA sends out a monthly notice with a blue background and the e-mails stand 
out and are memorable.  Perhaps SSCPP could try a similar idea.  

 Hanover Board of Health: Ultimately decided not to accept SSCPP partial funding for program 
supplies. Both Kim and Mike talked to grant writer. She felt the project could not be implemented 
effectively without full funding for the coordinator role (grant writer).   

 Outcome report format: Kim to send out outcome report electronically to all once more for final 
thoughts. 
 

MEMBERSHIP 

 New membership form from Fenway Health filled out at October meeting.  Almost half of the attendees 
at this meeting were new. 

 

INTERCHNA  

 Deb, Mike and Tina have been attending meetings on Factor 9 funding (New DoN from SSH). Provided 
an update. 

 Three area CHNAs (Plymouth, Brockton and Blue Hills) are consulting with JSI to develop a plan. 

 Will be splitting into two work groups to discuss the DoN split between the 3 CHNAs: community health 
infrastructure & capacity building and community health priorities. DPH wants more collaboration 
between the 3 CHNAs.  

 Mike described each working group’s role.  The infrastructure group deals with showing our impact. It 
would be helpful for each CHNA to have a common metric(s). Draft recommendations are due by Dec 
1st for working groups. 

 One CHNA is concerned as they are not working on just one priority- their strategic thought process is 
a bit different. Need to figure out how to capture a “theme” for each CHNA. 

 All discussed. George provided his opinion- perhaps DPH is looking at CHNAs like paid staff, not as a 
volunteer group that works with and without funding.  DPH has not come out to meetings to see what 
the CHNAs are doing recently and is looking from more of a backdoor standpoint. Ron O’Connor used 
to come to meetings and no longer does. Could Ron be a liaison?  

 Discussed reasons for this change in DPH’s role- comes in part from change of Kathy leaving and 
Ron’s new role.  

 Tina asked Alan to introduce her to Ben Wood of DPH.  Has not yet scheduled a meeting. 
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 Work we are doing with JSI will position CHNAs well.  

 Deb shared her thoughts. From DPH’s perspective –it is a lot of money and they want to be sure it is 
spent well. This is a great opportunity for us to define our impact. 

 George recognized the great work Mike and Deb have done as co-chairs to get SSCPP to where we 
are. This is the most focused he has ever seen our CHNA.  

 May need to look into a full time person to help SSCPP.     

 Timeline: December 1st- making recommendations back to SC of the JSI planning group, want 
recommedations in place at the beginning of year. 

GENERAL MEETING PLANS 
 November: Veteran’s health panel- Mike and George report it is coming together.  Mike and Kim to 

work on a save the date. 

Liz suggested inviting Paul Gabrielle due to his work with veterans and suicide.  

Mini grant outcome report from South Shore Community Action Council- Kim to confirm with Nikki to 

report in November.  She will be first 10 minutes of the meeting and then panel will start.  

November SSCPP general meeting is day after election - Mike may be late.  

 December: Self care and mindfulness.  This topic was assigned to Deb.  Maureen suggested Donna 

White (caregiver stress and compassion fatigue). Donna could also present on a different month in the 

spring.  Deb to check with Marcia Richards from BID Plymouth.  

 January: Substance use panel. Discussed ideas: Amy Lefort, Julie who used to be part of SADD, Jen 

Cantwell, PTAD, Plymouth Police, MOAR, Jason of Gosnold, Tiffany Corshia of BAMSI. Also discussed 

a recovered addict on panel such as Deb’s sister or a panel from the perspectives of a parent, sibling, 

addict, caregiver, and medical person (i.e. Sarah Cloud).  

All discussed. Substance abuse is a huge issue and SSCPP needs to focus on one part of this for the 

January meeting. Could potentially be a precursor to a larger event and/or could tie into Liz’s family 

resource fair.  

Key to presentation is determining the health literacy aspect of substance use- figuring out what 

resources people do not know about.  The HL part could be tied to effective communication. Knowing 

the cycle of addiction, reducing stigma through language, etc.  Idea suggested- could hold the meeting 

and then later trainings (i.e. a sensitivity training SSCPP sponsors). 

 February- Heart month. 

 March, April, May meetings still a bit unsettled. Bobbi reports the video with PACTV will be ready to 

present in March. 

 

OLD BUSINESS 
 Operating Principles: Mike reviewed the change proposed, amending Article Two, Paragraph 4, by 

adding the following:  “Any meeting of the SSCPP can be suspended by a decision of the Steering 
Committee.” 

 This proposed change was shared with the general membership at the September meeting.  

 All in attendance voted unanimously to approve the amendment to the SSCPP operating principles.   
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 Mike promoted upcoming Mental Health First Aid Training sponsored by the 3 area CHNAs. Are 

already over capacity with 41 registered to attend. Around 4 from SSCPP region coming. Could 
potentially do another training in Plymouth. 
 

 

Adjourned at 2:51PM. 
 

Respectfully submitted by Kimberly Allen 
SSCPP Coordinator 

United Way of Greater Plymouth County 

934 West Chestnut Street 

Brockton, MA 02301 

kallen@uwgpc.org 


